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Home of the Young Guns!
Young Guns are the most anticipated rookie
cards of the year and scouts are buzzing about
the depth of the 2020-21 class, labeling
several prospects as “elite.” Due to the
popularity of the cards, we’ve expanded the
lineup this year, adding a French parallel. Yes,
there are now Young Guns cards entirely in
French!
Below is a full rundown of the Young Guns
offering in the 2020-21 product
(with pack odds or numbering):

BASE SET

YOUNG GUNS

Exclusives Parallel

Regular

Young Guns (1:4)
*Young Guns - Exclusives Parallel (#’d to 100)
*Young Guns - High Gloss Parallel (#’d to 10)
*Young Guns - Clear Cut Parallel (1:96)
Young Guns - French Parallel (1:120)
UD Canvas Young Guns (1:48)
* Hobby-Exclusive

Upper Deck’s flagship product sports a 250-card base set which includes 198 regular
cards, 49 Young Guns & three checklist cards. Look for the highly sought-after Exclusives
(#’d to 100), High Gloss (#’d to 10) and Clear Cut parallels, each of which are HobbyExclusive! We’ve also expanded the base set parallel offering in 2020-21, adding a
French version of the full set!

Content is subject to change.
Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.

Revisit the 2019-20 Rookie Class
Rookie Retrospective cards are back! This
insert, which features rare jersey & patch
parallels, showcases the top performing
rookies of the previous season.

NHL WORLDWIDE
Regular

DAZZLERS

PREDOMINANT

Blue

Four New Inserts!
We have an impressive stable of new inserts sure to please everyone, from the casual fan to the avid collector:
NHL Worldwide: The number of players, as well as the popularity of hockey in general, is growing rapidly around the globe. This insert pays tribute to
the growth of the game worldwide, featuring players from a variety of countries with the flag of their home country prominently displayed. Keep an
eye out for the rare Die-Cut parallel!
Dazzlers: A brightly-colored collection of full-bodied active stars popped-out (no background). Look for the rare Pink parallel!
Predominant: A collection of today’s biggest superstars presented in color against a black & white background. Look for Gold parallel cards too!
Debut Dates (Not Pictured): An insert commemorating the 1st game for the top players to debut in ‘19-20 & complimented by Jersey & Patch parallels.
Content is subject to change.
Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.

UD PORTRAITS

UD CANVAS
Regular

Regular

Another favorite among collectors, the UD
Canvas insert returns featuring a collection
of the top stars along with the best of the
Young Guns!

The UD Portraits & UD Portraits
Rookies inserts return with rare Gold
and Platinum Blue parallels numbered
to 99 or less! Look for a full run of
active stars, retired stars and rookies
spread across Series 1 & 2!

Chase Card Alert!
Look for super rare hard-signed & handnumbered UD Canvas Signatures cards.

UD GAME JERSEY

Snag Game-Worn Memorabilia!
This long-running insert features gameworn jersey swatches from most of the
biggest names in the game today. Look for
the Patch parallel numbered to just 15!

Content is subject to change.
Card images are solely for the purpose of design display.

CONFIGURATION
8 Cards per Pack - 24 Packs per Box

CASE BREAK (on average)
6
UD Canvas Young Guns Cards

4
Clear Cut Parallel Cards

1
Autograph Card
Clear Cut PETG Insert Card

BOX BREAK (on average)
CLEAR CUT FOUNDATION DUOS
The rare, highly-collectible Clear Cut PETG
inserts return at a rate of one per case, on
average. This year’s themes include
Foundation Duos, Leaders Trios, Honoured
Members Updates and Cup Components.

CEREMONIAL PUCK DROP

6

Regular

Young Guns Cards
NHL Worldwide, Debut Dates, Predominant
and/or Rookie Retrospective Cards

This rare insert returns boasting a checklist
slated to include Hall of Famers such as
Dominik Hašek.

UD Canvas Cards
UD Portraits Cards

4

1

Chase Card Alert!
Look for ultra-rare autographed versions!
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Dazzlers - Blue Card

